
PERIPHERAL VISION
For CNC machine tool peripherals, it’s LNS, then all the rest

e-CONNECT

AUTOMATION THROUGH  
COMMUNICATION
Ethernet/IP connectivity solution for inter-device 
connectivity and continuous data monitoring.
e-Connect is a multi-functional Ethernet communications 
platform developed by LNS allowing for complete 
integration and automation of peripheral devices to 
your machine tool.

ETHERNET
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Sharing real-time data between the LNS peripherals and CNC machine tools, allows for intelligent machining features to 
be programmed into the machine tool cutting program which optimizes machining and reduces waste.  The LNS e-Connect 
communication system utilizes the MTConnect protocol to provide a vast amount of data to be consumed by a data 
monitoring system.  The MTConnect data can be used to evaluate performance, system health, and estimate preventive 
maintenance.

Bar Feed + e-Connect

• Integrated automation - intelligent system 
• Material management - reduce/omit material waste
• Quick changeover - “on-the-fly” job changeover
• Production scheduling - schedule multiple jobs  
• Lights-out production - unattended operation
• Peripheral integration - inter-device communication
• Investment (ROI) - Quick return on your investment

A proprietary database and data transfer system enables a turning 
machine and an LNS bar feed to share real-time information. 
This capability means that, among other things, the bar feed and 
turning machine can analyze material usage, and then the turning 
machine can search your production schedule, find another part 
that can be made from the remaining material, and change a part 
program on the fly. So whether you’re using an expensive alloy or 
more conventional bar stock, you can now reduce or omit material 
waste and labor costs while making your production process more 
efficient.

Chip Conveyor + e-Connect

• Integrated automation - intelligent system 
• Peripheral integration -inter-device communication
• Remote monitoring - Monitor health and status
• Investment (ROI) - Quick return on your investment

e-Connect monitors LNS chip conveyors and reports whether or 
not the conveyor is online, if it is operating normally or if there is 
a fault.
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High Pressure Coolant + e-Connect

• Integrated automation - intelligent system 
• Pressure management - “on-the-fly” pressure change
• Production scheduling - schedule multiple jobs
• Lights-out production  - unattended operation
• Peripheral integration - inter-device communication
• Investment (ROI) - Quick return on your investment

Oil/Coolant Mist Collector + e-Connect

• Integrated automation - intelligent system 
• Remote Filter management  - monitor filter condition
• Peripheral integration - inter-device communication
• Investment (ROI) - Quick return on your investment

Because factory air conditions vary, LNS oil/coolant mist collectors 
use e-Connect to monitor filter life so there is no guesswork 
regarding filter replacement.

Through the LNS e-Connect communication system LNS 
Chipblaster high-pressure and filtration systems report pressure 
levels, warnings and faults through e-Connect.  High pressure 
coolant can be dynamically changed from the CNC machine tool 
cutting program.

• The HPC system can dynamically change pressure as needed. 
Simply select a macro variable and enter the pressure required, 
it’s that simple. 

• As long as the pressure request (Mxx) is active the HPC will 
output the pressure entered in the macro variable.

• This process is followed for single or multiple turret machines.
• When the ability exists with a machine tool control to provide 

access to a web browser. The Chipblaster HMI user interface 
can be utilized from the CNC control. This gives single-point 
access to your peripheral devices for faster and easier control. 
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LNS America, Inc. 

4621 East Tech Drive

Cincinnati, OH 4245 

513-528-5674 

allproducts-sales@LNS-northamerica.com 

www.LNS-northamerica.com

PERIPHERAL VISION
Peripherals, by definition, are an outer boundary. But at LNS, that boundary is where we put our focus. Because here’s the secret—with LNS peripherals on 
your side, you can turn your attention to what you do best—making chips and making money.  

That’s why we do what we do. Five product categories and industry-best expertise means no company on earth can match the passion and vision we have 
for machine tool peripherals.

MTConnect Data Monitoring

MTConnect allows your CNC machines to share a common 
language enabling monitoring of your shop floor. MTConnect 
is an open standard that utilizes HTTP and XML standards. 
MTConnect is not an application and does not make calculations. 
The adapter is read-only, making it impossible to change any 
information on your machine.

The MTConnect standard (ANSI/MTC1.4-2018) offers a semantic 
vocabulary for manufacturing equipment to provide structured, 
contextualized data with no proprietary format. With uniform 
data, developers and integrators can focus on useful, productive 
manufacturing applications rather than translation. Applications 
that consume MTConnect data provide more efficient operations, 
improved production optimization, and increased productivity.

Scalable system architectures depend on standards. MTConnect 
provides domain-specific vocabulary and data models, is 
extensible, and integrates with other standards by design.


